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ACOSTA, Christoval o Cristóvão da Costa (1515-1594). 

Tractado de las drogas, y medicinas de las indias orientales, con sus 

plantas debuxadas al bivo port Christoval Acosta medico y cirujano que 

las vio ocularmente.  

 

Burgos, Martin de Victoria, 1578.  

4to (mm 183x125).  

 

Contemporary vellum, recased. 

24 unnumbered pages, including the beautiful title page with a title 

inserted inside an elegant architectural newsstand and full-page portrait 

of the artist. 448-38- (2) numbered pages 

46 woodcut illustrations in the text, of which 41 full page depict 

botanical subjects, 2 full page depicting two elephants and 3, smaller, 

depicting leaves. The illustrations are executed by drawings by 

Christoval Acosta. From page 417 to the end of the volume there is the 

"Tractado del Elephante", the first monographic study on this animal. 

FIRST RARE edition of a work that had great importance and several 

translations and which led to the knowledge of many Asian plants of 

importance both from a medical point of view and as spices, such as 

nutmeg, cinnamon, cardamom and opium. 

Exemplary in fair condition, from page 337 to the end, a gap integrated 

by restoration at the lower outer corner, which goes on to increase up 

to page 409 with the loss of some text lines. 

 

Provenance: Piergiorgio Borio (bookplate). 

Cfr. Palau,I, p. 10 (con le varie traduz. in latino, italiano, francese e 

inglese) - Pritzel,13 - Wellcome,20 per l’ediz. di Venezia, 1585 - 

Morton,1819 - Cat. of British Museum,I, p. 9 

 

$ 2,600 
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ALDIMARI, Biagio (1630-1713).  

Historia genealogica della Famiglia Carafa, divisa in tre libri. Nel primo si 

tratta del tronco principale del albero di detta famiglia… nel secondo 

del ramo secondogenito… nel terzo si continua a trattare del ramo della 

stadera.  

 

Napoli, con cura di Antonio Bulifon nella Stamperia di Giacomo Raillard, 

1691. 

3 volumes, Folio (mm 303x210). 

 

Contemporary full vellum.  

First volume: title page, frontispiece with title in red and black and large 

typographic vignette signed A. Magliar with, on the verso, a beautiful 

portrait inside an allegory of Carlo Secondo, King of Spain, engraved by 

B. Thibout; 30 unnumbered pages, 1 out of text plate, 1 engraved plate 

depicting a spectacular family tree of the Carafa family, with exceptional 

dimensions (1,480x735 mm, more margins); 537 numbered pages; 38 

unnumbered pages, 1 final blank; 45 engraved portraits; 2 engraved 

plates in the text with portraits; 2 out f text plates depicting glimpses of 

Palazzo Butera in Naples; 2 plates out of text, one folded, with heraldic 

crests. Second volume: title page, frontispiece with title in red and black 

and large engraved vignette; 4 unnumbered pages of index, 500 

numbered pages (i.e. 502), 88 unnumbered pages; 37 engraved 

portraits in the text, 1 engraved plate in the text. Third volume: 1 bl., 

title page, frontispiece with title in red and black and large engraved 

vignette; 24 unnumbered pages of indix; 699 (i.e. 723) numbered 

pages, 1 blank; 52 unnumbered pages. 10 engraved portraits in the 

text; 36 engraved plates in the text of heraldic emblems; 2 plates out of 

text, one folded, for heraldic crests.  

Extraordinary and rare to find complete work, written by a well-known 

Neapolitan jurist.  

Good condition.  

 

Provenance: private collection. 

Cfr. Graesse, I-63 

 

$ 10,700 
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ALDINI, Giovanni (1762-1834). 

Essai théorique et sperimental sur le galvinisme, avec une sérier 

d’expériences faites en présences des commisaires de l’institut nationale 

de France. 

 

Paris, de l’Imprimerie de Fornier fils, an XII (1804). 

2 voll. 8vo (mm 200x121) 

 

Contemporary green quarter calf. 

First vol.: (6), XVI, 350 numbered pages; 7 folding engraved plates. 

Second vol.: (4), XII, 330 numbered pages; 3 folding engraved plates. 

FIRST OCTAVO EDITION, published in the same year as the quarto 

edition, of Aldini’s best -known work. 

"In the controversy over Galvani's "animal electricity" and Volta's 

"galvanic current" it was not the modest Galvani but his lusty nephew 

[Aldini] who wrote, lectured, and published in Italian, French and English 

on the theories and experiments of both his uncle and himself ... the 

effervescent Aldini became his uncle's champion - so much so that 

Volta addressed his arguments to Aldini instead of Galvani ... Some of 

his more dramatic experiments [illustrated here] involved motion in the 

anatomical members of a just-executed murderer and induced 

muscular contraction in dissected parts of sheep, oxen, and 

chickens' (DSB).  

Without final blanks in both volumes, I.4.4. with small chip due to paper 

flaw, tear to I.16.3 in text but without loss, large marginal tear to II.22.1, 

plate numbers cropped, occasional light browning and spotting, heavier 

to gatherings I.20-21. 

 

Provenance: inscription on half-title in vol. I. 

Cfr. Wheeler Gift 660. 

 

$ 950 
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ALIGHIERI, Dante (1265-1321) - BOCCACCIO, Giovanni (1313-1375). 

Con il commento di Jacopo della Lana, e le correzioni di Cristoforo 

Berardi. 

Commedia. 

 

Venezia, Vindelino da Spira, 1477.  

Folio (mm 320x210).  

 

XX century morocco binding, signed by Charles Meunier (1865-1948). 

Collation: á é8; a-i K10 l8; m8 n-s10 t v8 x y10; aa-gg10 hh ii8 KK-OO10 PP.. ( á2r life 

of Dante,  a2r table of Inferno, a3r Inferno with commentary, m1r table of Purgatorio, 

m2r Purgatorio with commentary, aa1r table of Paradiso, aa2r Paradiso with 

commentary, PP8-11 verses by Busone da Gobbio and Dante's son Jacobo, the 

Credo of Dante and colophon,  373 leaves (of 376, without the 3 blanks á1, a1, and 

PP12). Type 5:90G. 

SIXTH EDITION of the Divina Commedia and first edition with commentary, edited 

by Cristoforo Berardi of Pesaro. The first Venetian edition of Dante’s poem was also 

the first to be printed with a commentary. In this case, the commentator is 

Jacopo della Lana (ca. 1278–ca. 1358), a contemporary of Dante. Della Lana wrote 

his commentary sometime after Dante’s death, but before 1328. It is considered 

among the best of the early criticisms along with those of Benvenuto da Imola, Guido 

da Pisa, and two of Dante’s three sons, Jacopo and Pietro. In this edition, however, 

the colophon incorrectly attributes della Lana’s commentary to Benvenuto da Imola, 

perhaps to increase sales through name recognition (cf. Cachey, et al.).  This edition 

also contains the first printing of Giovanni Boccaccio’s Vita di Dante, or Life of 

Dante.  Boccaccio (1313–1375), who was only eight years old when Dante died, was 

among the first of the poet’s defenders to extol his virtues through a combination of 

commentary, teaching, and textual editing. Attempting to reclaim its exiled native 

son, the City of Florence commissioned Boccaccio to deliver a series of lectures on 

Dante beginning in 1373.  

Good condition, probably composed with leaves from different copies and refreshed 

at the time of binding. First leaf with fully integrated margins around the text; the 

leaves with pencil numbering 56 and 57 postponed to 58 and 59; as well as the 74 

and 75 are postponed to 76 and 77, the leaf numbered by pencil 322 slightly shorter 

at the lower edge. 

 

Provenance: “Ex. Bibl. Ios Ren. Card. Imperialis” stamp. Some contemporary 

handwritten notes at the final leaf;  

Cfr.  BMC V 248; Gamba 382; Goff D 27; GW 7964; Hain 5942*; Mambelli 7. 

 

$ 54,500 
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ALLAEUS, Franciscus (YVES de Paris) [1593-1678].  

Astrologiae nova methodus Francisci Allaei Arabis Christiani.  

(Bound with:) Fatum universi observatum a Francisco Allaeio Arabe 

Christiano.  

(Bound with:) Disceptatio P. Ivonis Parisini Capuc.  

 

(Rennes, Julian Herbert, 1654-1655-1654).  

3 parts in 1, Folio (mm 343x215).  

 

Contemporary calf, gilt spine (gilt worn, small wormhole to head of 

spine, corners slightly bumped). 

17 volvelles over 5 figures, of which 3 retain marker threads, woodcut 

devices to titles.  

First part: (4), 12, with 3 figures. Second part: 57, (1bl.) with 

2figures.Third part: 26, (2bl.). 

A total of 17 volvelles over 5 figures, of which 3 retain marker threads, 

woodcut devices to titles. Collation: e2, A-C2, A-O2, [1], A-F2, G1 

Second edition of this curious astrological work, printed the same year 

as the first. After the predictions contained in the first edition led to 

many copies being condemned and burned, this edition was published 

without the offending volvelles relating to Christianity, Islam, England, 

France, and Spain, but retaining 5 volvelles including those relating to 

Henry IV of France and the disposition of the sky at the moment of 

creation. "The first two parts are attributed on their title-pages to a 

Francisci Alleius and comprise an explication of his 'new method of 

astrology' and comments and observations on 'the fate of the universe.' 

The third part is a commentary on the preceding two sections by the 

Capuchin Yves de Paris, who is presumed to be the true author of the 

entire work. Expurgated editions, themselves very rare, were printed in 

Paris in 1654--56 and Rennes in 1658." (Sotheby’s). 

Scattered spotting and soiling, bottom margin of B2 torn, small burn 

hole bottom margin of I1. Without final end paper, otherwise good 

copy. 

 

Provenance: Some contemporary underlining – engraved bookplate. 

Cfr. Cf. Brunet I, 185; Caillet III, 11557; Dorbon, Bib. Estoterica 61; 

Houzeau and Lancaster 5217. 

 

$ 10,200 
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APULEIO (II cent. ME) with commentary by BEROALDO Filippo il 

Vecchio (1453-1505). 

Commentarii a Philippo Beroaldo conditi asinum aureum Lucii Apuleii. 

Mox in reliquia opuscula eiusdem annotationes imprimentur. 

 

Bononiae, B. Hectoris, August 1st 1500. 

Folio (mm 310x210) 

 

18th century full vellum, Gilt author and title on top spine along with 

publishing information in two frames; red edges. (4) -282 numbered 

pages including frontispiece.  

Collaction: a4 A-Z6. Publisher’s notes on the bottom of the verso of 

page 280 followed byt the recto of p. 281 with a text addressed to the 

reader and on the verso two poems in Latin by Calio Calcagnini and 

Filippo Beroaldo. Elegant Latin round type with abbreviations for 

Apuleius’ text surrounded by commentary notes noted in the margins. 

White spaces with reference letter. Ancient Owner’s note on 

frontispiece written in pen. Modest marginal notes and underlining in 

pen by different hands but elegantly calligraphic dating XVI-XVII cent. 

This is the fourth edition for Apuleius’ Metamorphoses, and it may be 

considered a postincunable as per its publishing date, but it is the first 

with the commentary by Bolognese humanist Beroaldo. The volume is a 

clear testimony to Apuleius’ fortune during the Renaissance.  

Good copy, moderate wear to spine and partial detachment of the first 

two unnumbered leaves after the frontispiece. 

 

Cfr. IGI 773; Hain 1319; Gw 2305 Apuleio. 

 

$ 5,400 
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ARISTOPHANE ( a.C. 450 - ca. 385 a.C.) - MUSURUS, Marcus  ( c. 1470-1517 ).   

Comoediae novem (in Greek).  

 

(Venice, Aldus Manutius, July 15th 1498). 

Folio (mm 304x205). 

 

XXth century full vellum.  

Collaction: [1]8 (1r title in Greek and Latin with list of plays, 1v-8v 

preliminary texts including letters by Aldus and Musurus, and a life of 

the author); kaK-kgK8 kdK10 (Plutus, kdK10v blank); keK-kkK8 (Nebulae, 

kkK7v-8 blank); klK-kxK8 o10 (Ranae); kpK-kuK8 kfK6 (Equites); kcK-kvK 

kAK8 (Acharnes); kBK-kEK8 Z6 (Vespae, Z6v blank); H-kLK8 kMK4 

(Aves); kNK-kOK8 kPK10 (Pax); kRK-kSK8 kTK6 (Contionantes, kTK4v-5r 

sheet register, kTK5v quire register, colophon, T6 blank -missing-).  41-

42 lines of commentary surround. Types: 1:146Gk, 7:114Gk, 2:114R.  

Rare EDITIO PRINCEPS.  

In this first edition, Aldo presents to the most refined lovers of ancient 

letters of the Italian Renaissance 9 of the 11 complete comedies of 

Aristophane taken from the manuscripts received. It would have been 

Aldo's intention to also include a tenth comedy, Lysistrata, but he did 

not because he could not find a manuscript containing the complete 

text.  

Good condition, missing last blank. 

 

Provenance: "Society of Writers to Her Majest's Signet" (bookplate), 

Fiammetta Soave (paper label), bookdealer in Rome; Chrisitie's: Rome, 

sale n. 2351, "Importanti Edizioni Aldine", lot n. 6, 16th june 1999  

Cfr. Goff A958. GW 2333. BMC V, 559. Bod-inc A383, HC *1656;  IGI 

790;  Renouard Alde 16:3; Essling 1163 

 

$ 36,000 
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BARRELLIER, Jacques (1606-1673). 

Plantae per Galliam, Hispaniam et Italiam observatae, iconibus aeneis 

exhibatae a R. P. Jacobo Barreliero pariosino. 

 

Paris, Stephanum Ganeau, 1714. 

.Folio (mm 330x220).  

 

Modern full vellum.  

Title page inscribed with floral elements on the sides and portrait of the 

author in oval; 12 (including the frontispiece), 8 unnumbered pages; 

140 numbered pages; another title page identical to the first; 332 plates 

out of text (of 334, the last two in full page are missing) with each 4 

engraved botanical subjects, except the last that is full page; for a total 

of 1325 (of 1327) numbered botanical subjects, some repeated 

numbers, others omitted or grouped into a single incision. Followed by 

XXVI index pages.  

The work contains the description of a large number of plants in the 

surroundings of Rome. Good state of conservation, marked lack of two 

plates, some foxing. 

 

Provenance: Piergiorgio Borio (bookplate). 

Cfr. Hunt 432; Cleveland Collections 331, HA Copy 2 this copy; Nissen 

BBI 80; Pritzel 423. 

 

$ 2,700 
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BLACKWELL, Elizabeth (1707-1758).  

Herbarium Blackwellianum emendatum et auctum id est Elisabethae 

Blackwell collectio stirpium.   

 

Norimbergae, Typis Io. Iosephi Fleischmanni, 1750-1754-1757-1760-

1765-1773.  

6 volumes in 3, Folio (mm 360x225).  

 

Contemporary green vellum. 

Parallel titles and text in German and Latin. 6 hand-colored engraved 

additional titles, heightened in gold.  

Volume I: (34), 101 numbered hand-coloured engraved plates, (20), (2); 

(4), 100 numbered hand-coloured engraved plates, (42), (2). 

Volume II: (4), 101 numbered hand-coloured engraved plates, (41), (3); 

(4), 102 numbered hand-coloured engraved plates, (42), (2). 

Volume III: (4), 102 numbered hand-coloured engraved plates, (35), (3); 

(8), 110 numbered hand-coloured engraved plates, (33), (7). 

A total of 6 additional titles and 616 fine hand-coloured engraved 

plates, all but the last few by N.F. Eisenberger, many heightened with 

gum arabic.   

The expanded German edition of Elizabeth Blackwell's “Curious Herbal”, 

with superb plates by Nikolaus Eisenberger. A fine copy of one of the 

most important early German works on medicinal plants. Conceived 

and initially overseen by Christoph Jakob Trew, who wrote the text for 

the first 90 plates. Following Trew's death, Georg Rudolph Böhmer and 

Ernst Gottlob Bose, both leading botanists from Leipzig, continued the 

effort under the editorship of Christian Gottlieb Ludwig. Nikolaus 

Friedrich Eisenberger was responsible for re-engraving Blackwell's 

original 500 plates, providing an additional 100 and embellishing them 

with added details. Eisenberger is also known for his work on Trew's 

masterwork, the “Hortus Nitidissimis”. 

Nice condition, occasional foxing in a few plates. 

 

Cfr. Nissen BBI 169; Stafleu and Cowan 546; BM(NH) p.169; Great 

Flower Books 50; Ludwig, H. Nürnberger naturgeschichtliche Malerei im 

17. und 18. Jahrhundert pp. 326-7. 

 

$ 28,000 
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BUONAIUTI, Serafino - LERBERGHI ,P. van  - GODBY, James.  

Italian scenery; representing the manners, customs and amusements of 

the different states of Italy; containing thirty-two coloured engravings 

by James Godby, from original drawings by P. Van Lerberghi. The 

narrative by M. Buonaiuti. 

 

London, Edward Orme, 1806.  

Folio (mm 352x250) 

 

Contemporary full morocco red. 1 blank, (4), 2 numbered pages, (2), 3-

74 numbered pages; 1 bl. 33 plates out of text, 32 of which are printed 

in "pointillè" and handcoloured; one, instead, is in black and white and 

represents the musical score of a Neapolitan song, La Tarantella (often 

missing).  

Text in English and French.  

First edition and first issue with watermark paper "Whatman 1801".  

The subjects represented belong to the Italian popular culture. The text 

is the work of Buonaiuti, the plates engraved by James Godby from the 

original drawings by P. van Lerberghi. Cf. Choix (10995): "superbes 

gravures ... ouvrage rare On y remarque e a 4 planches here ont trait à 

la musique: Dance of Lazzaroni children, Dance of the Tarantella, the 

Street Singers, at Piedmontese Dance"; Fiammetta Olschki: "Important 

work for the history of local and popular costume"; Brunet (II, 1639): 

"Ouvrage assez bien execute, tant dans les gravures que dans le texte". 

A valuable monograph on Italian costumes of the time, with particular 

regard to those representative of Naples, Rome and Piedmont.  

Good condition, very slight damage to the corners of the binding; slight 

foxing to the leaves, as usual. 

 

Cfr. Colas, 2970; Choix, 10995; Brunet, II, 1639. 

 

$ 2,800 
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BONATUS DE FORLIVIO, Guido (1230-1296).  

Decem tractatus astronomiae. (Additions by Jacobus Canter. Edited by 

Johannes Angeli).  

 

Augsburg, Erhard Ratdolt, 26 March 1491.  

4to (mm 213 x 163).  

 

Early 20th-century calf-backed boards with slipcase. 422 leaves (first 

quire containing the register possibly supplied) 44 lines. Woodcut 

illustrations and diagrams, initials, large printer’s device printed in red.  

FIRST EDITION of a beautifully printed incunabulum. This work relies 

heavily on the writings of the Arab astrologers as well as those of 

Ptolemy and writers of the classical period. Bonatti was the author of 

several astronomical works and one of the most famous and influential 

astrologers of the 13th century. In 1260 he held the tilte “Astrologus 

Communis Florentiae de Forolivio” (Astrologer of the Florentine 

community Forlì).  

Title and last leaf tipped onto endpaper, device soiled and with a few 

marginal tears (with holes and wormhole touching one letter), few small 

wormholes in first few leaves, occasional light marginal waterstaining, 

wormtrack in upper margin of last 4 leaves. Very rare with the register, 

often lacking.  

 

Provenance: F. Hopkinson, Malvern Wells - Hans Fürstenberg 

(bookplate).  

Cfr. Klebs 195.1; Bod-inc B-416; BMC II 384; BSB-Ink B-652; Houzeau 

and Lancaster, 4160; Ricciardi I, 448-449; Goff B-845.  

 

$ 26,000 
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BORGARUCCI, Prospero (1540-1578). 

Della contemplatione anatomica, sopra tutte le parti del corpo humano, 

libri cinque. 

 

Venezia, Vincenzo Valgrisi, 1564.  

8vo (mm 160x100).  

 

Modern full vellum.  

24 unnumbered pages, including the title page; 490- (6), numbered 

pages.  

 

FIRST AND ONLY EDITION. Prospero Borgarucci became professor of 

anatomy and surgery in Padua, some 20 years after Vesalius. He 

published several treatises on anatomy, pestilential disease, and materia 

medica. Prospero Borgarucci became physician to Queen Catherine de 

Medicis in France, and to Archduke Karl II of Habsburg in Graz.   

The text is divided into five chapters. The work is based on the 

knowledge of contemporary anatomists such as Fallopio, Colombo, 

Sylvius, Valverde and above all Vesalius called "divine" in many parts of 

the text.  

Good condition. 

 

Provenance: Piergiorgio Borio (double bookplate). 

Cfr. De Renzi, 3-172; Cushing, 500 

 

$ 1,500 
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CAESAR, Caius Iulius (100 o 102 - 44 a. C.) - Aldine edition.   

Commentariorum del bello gallico libri VIII.  

 

Venetiis, in aedibus Aldi et Andrea soceri, april 1513. 

8vo (mm 159x95) 

  

Contemporary Italian brown morocco paneled in blind with small 

flowers and leafy volutes, title gilt-stamped within central gilt cartouche 

on upper cover, repeated on lower cover with supralibros. 

(29), 296 numbered pages, handcolored double-page map of Gaul, 5 

plain full-page woodcuts, index of places names in Latin and French. 

FIRST ALDINE EDITION. The antiquarian and architect Fra Giovanni 

Gioconda of Verona returned to Italy from France in 1504 to become 

military engineer to the Republic of Venice, bringing with him detailed 

notes on the ancient grammarians, Roman agricultural writers, and the 

text of Caesar, copied from manuscripts in France, which were 

considered better than any known in Italy. 

Upper board detached, lower corner of lower board defective, boards 

rubbed otherwise very good condition. 

 

Provenance: Mauritius Urinach (supralibros); Elias Horry Frost (armorial 

bookplate); Sotheby’s “Fine Books and Manuscript”, 6/16/2005. 

Cfr. Renouard 60, 1; Adams C 26; Ebert I, 3256; STC Italian Books 135;  

Adams C-26; Fletcher, pp. 116-119; Lowry, pp. 204, 282; Mortimer, 

Italian. 

  

 

$ 4,200 
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CELSUS, Aurelius Cornelius (c. 25 aC – c. 45 dC). Aldine Edtion. 

Medicinae libri VIII. Quam emendatissimi, graecis etiam omnibus 

dictionibus restituitis. 

 

Venice, in aedibus Aldi et Andrea Asualni soceri, mense martio 1528. 

4to (mm 200x130) 

 

18th century full velum. 

(8), 164 numbered leaves. Collation: 8 a-s8 t4 u x8 (t4 bl.). 

FIRST ALDINE EDITION. The oldest Western medical text, in 

which Celsus discusses diseases treatable by diet and those treatable 

with drugs and surgery. The first edition, printed at Florence in 1478, 

was one of the first medical books to be printed. It includes a poem on 

remedies by Quintus Sammonicus Serenus.   

Provenance: Harvard College Library (bookplate and duplicate stamp). 

 

Cfr. Renouard p.105; Adams C1241; Wellcome 1397; Durling 908; Bird 

503; Osier 291; Norman 428. 

 

$ 1,600 
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CELSUS, Aurelius Cornelius (c. 25 aC – c. 45 dC). 

De Arte Medica libri octo, multis in locis iam emendatiores longe, quam 

unquam antea, editi. Guglielmi Pantini tiletani medici rugensis, 

amplissimi atque eruditissimi in duos quidem priores libros 

commentarii. 

 

Basileae, per Ioannem Oporinum, 1552. 

Folio (mm 325x205). 

 

Contemporary vellum recased.  

10 (2b.) unnumbered pages, 564, (36) numbered pages. Pages 497-498 

and 503-504 wrongly enterd twice instead of the pages 499-500 and 

501-502 which are so missing. The work was published in the first 

edition in 1478, the present copy was edited by Guglielmo Pantin- “De 

Arte Medica” is the oldest documentation after writings of Hyppocrate 

and was lost until the fifteenth century when it was found and finally 

published. It was successful enough to deserve many editions and 

translations. The text includes all the knowledge and progress of the 

medicine of the time starting from Hippocrates; written by a great 

Latinist with very meticulous observations. Good condition, some foxing 

or small tears. 

 

Provenance: Piergiorgio Borio (bookplate). 

 

$ 1,050 
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CESALPINO, Andrea (1519-1603).  

De metallicis libri tres.  

 

Rome, Alvise Zanetti, 1596.  

4to (mm 225 x 154)  

Later limp vellum (new endpapers). (16),222,(2). Engraved arms of Pope 

Clement VIII on title-page.  

FIRST EDITION of one of the most important early works on metallurgy. 

‘Cesalpino speculated that the presence of shells in some stones was 

due to the withdrawal of an earlier sea, puzzled over why minerals that 

crystallize always take on the same geometric forms, and noted lead’s 

increase weight after burning or exposure to damp. He also described 

the various uses of metals and minerals in contemporary manufacture, 

such as in the making of alum or in coloring glass’ (Norman). A few 

light spots, a2 and a3 detached, light waterstaining in lower margin of a 

few leaves. 

 

Provenance: Wellcome Library (withdrawal stamp on verso of title).  

Cfr. Adams C-19; Hoover 212; Norman 433; Partington II, pp. 89-92; 

Wellcome I, 1183.  

 

$ 7,900 
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CHORIER, Nicholas (1612-1692).  

L'academie des Dames.  

 

Venice [Amsterdam], chez Pierre Aretin, 1775 ca.  

Album 8vo (mm 203x125) 

 

Mounted on card, later, in a 19th century green morocco album (hinges 

repaired). The plates only, bound without text. Engraved title, 

frontispiece, 35 engraved plates probably by Delcroche.  

The complete set of Delcroche’s illustrations for the 1775 edition of this 

fundamental text in erotic literature, one of the earliest in a European 

language, first published in Latin around 1658, and in French around 

1680.  

Occasional marginal spotting and soiling, otherwise goond condition. 

 

Cfr. Dutel A-15; Eros invaincu 16; Pia 346. 

 

$ 1,350 
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CHORIER, Nicholas (1612-1692).  

Nouvelle traduction du Mursius connu sous le nom d’Aloisia ou de 

L’Academie des dames. 

 

“A Cythere”, dans l’imprimerie de la volupté [Fournier in Auxerre for 

Arles de Montigny], 1749. 

2 voll. 8vo (mm 166x101) 

 

Red morocco signed by Cuzin, spines with raised bands and gilt 

compartments centred with a fleuron, lettered directly in gilt, sides 

panelled in gilt and centred with a large floral ornament, edges gilt. 

Vol. 1: (8), XX, 191 numbered pages. Vol. II: (4), XII, 312 numbered 

pages. 11 engraved plates extra-illustrated with 15 plates from two or 

more other edition.  

An extra-illustrated copy of the first edition of this new translation of the 

fundamental L’Academie des dames. “This dialogue of initiation to the 

mysteries of love is generally considered the text which, if not the most 

sulphurous or subversive, is at least the most important in erotic 

literature since Aretino’s Ragionamenti” (Eros invaincu, 15). 

Light, even browning throughout the text, some of the extra illustrations 

cut-down and mounted. 

 

Cfr. Dutel A-10, Private Case, 378. 

 

$ 3,200 
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COLOMBO, Realdo (1510-1559).  

Realdi Columbi Cremonensis, in almo Gymnasio romano anatomici 

celeberrimi, De Re Anatomica libri XVI. 

 

Venezia, Ex Typographia Nicolai Bevilacquae, 1559. 

Folio (mm 320x225) 

 

Eighteenth century half calf over marbled boards. (8), 269, (3), with the 

beautiful woodcut title depicting an anatomy lesson, Valgrisi’s woodcut 

device on verso of last leaf. 

FIRST EDITION, second issue of Colombo’s only work, containing his 

discovery of pulmonary circulation. ‘This historical breakthrough in his 

demonstration of the lesser circulation through the lungs secures his 

place of importance in the line culminating in Harvey’s demonstration 

of the circulation of the blood sixtynine years later’ (Heirs of 

Hippocrates).  

Some very faint spotting and browning to the first few leaves and from 

the p. 257 to the end. Small wormhole to the last two leaves, not 

affecting the text. 

 

Cfr.Waller, 2076; Heirs, 188; Wellcome, 1546. 

 

$ 9,600 
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CORONELLI, Vincenzo (1650-1718) – LEVANTO, Francesco Maria (1600 

-1699). 

Prima parte dello Specchio del Mare nel quale si descrivono tutti li porti, 

spiagge, baje, isole, scogli, e saccagni del Mediterraneo. 

 

Venice, (Vincenzo Coronelli), 1698. 

Folio (mm 480x350) 

 

Contemporary full calf. 

Title-page, 3, (1bl.), 138 numbered pages, 25 numbered plates (24 of 

which in double page). Numerous woodcuts in the text depicting 

astronomical, navigation, coastal altimetric profiles, small views of ports 

and cities. 

Re-edition, by Vincenzo Coronelli, of the famous Atlas published by 

Francesco Levanto in 1664 and 1679, here is re-edited with little 

variations in the text and in the plates. 

This is the last volume by Coronelli to compose his Atlante Veneto, in 

the title the author also mentions the publication of a second part never 

published. The beautiful work describes the islands and the coasts of 

the Mediterranean through twelve "demonstrations"; the rich 

iconographic apparatus begins with two general portolans of the 

Mediterranean, one dedicated to the western part, the other to the 

eastern one; follow 25 plates with nautical charts showing the stretch of 

coast described in the demonstration that follows it. Each 

"demonstration" is accompanied by useful tables showing distances in 

Italian leagues. 

Boards rubbed, tears close to the hinges. Pale waterstain at Q2; S2 

slightly soiled and five little repaired scrapes. Tear on the top corner 

right of X1, far from the text. Dd1 and Dd2 slightly soiled. Ee a bit 

shorter. Plates well inked, fresh and without defects. 

Provenance: Private collection’s stamp. 

 

Cfr. Valerio, 2002, p. 91; Armao. p. 132. 

 

$ 20,400 
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DE PILES, Roger (1635-1709) - TORTEBAT, François (1615-1690).  

Abregé d’anatomie accommodé aux arts de peinture et de sculpture et 

mis dans un ordre nouveau, dont la methode est tres facile, et 

débarassée de toutes les difficultez & choses inutiles qui ont toujours 

este un grand obstacle aux peintres, pur arriver à la perfection de leur 

art. 

 

Paris, Tortebat, 1667.  

Large Folio (mm 504x340) 

 

Contemporary vellum.   

(5), 10 leaves with XII engraved full page plates.   

FIRST EDITION of this treatise on anatomy for use by painters and 

sculptors. The plates, drawn and engraved byTortebat, are the copies of 

some illustrations of “De Humani Corporis fabrica” of Vesalius and his 

“Epitome”. The work is due to the collaboration between Roger de Piles 

and the engraver Francois Tortebat. “The most beautiful reproduction 

of the Vesalius”. The twelve plates are of male figures as skeletons or 

displaying their muscles, tendons, etc.   

 

Provenance: Piergiorgio Borio (bookplates). 

Cfr. Cushing, VI D 25. 

 

$ 4,500 
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DE RUJULA, Juan Felix (1744-1806, King of Arms). 

Carta executoria de Hidalguia. 

Carta executoria for Antonio Sivori y Repetto, issued by Carlos IV. 

 

Madrid, 30 April 1798.   

(mm 295x200) 

 

Contemporary red calf.  

15 leaves: full-page miniature depicting the Sivori arms, fold-out page 

showing the family tree of Antonio Sivori y Repetto, full-page armorial 

setting for the official royal stamp of Carlos IV and 5 decorative 

vignettes marking the divisions in the text. 

The text of this illuminated certificate of arms, produced by the Spanish 

chronicler and King of Arms, Juan Felix de Rujula comprises a 

genealogy of the Sivori family and a description of their arms as part of 

the formal ratification of their grant. 

Staining to left margin of f.3v, otherwise good condition. 

 

$ 2,800 
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EDWARDS EDWARDS, George (1694-1773). 

Gleanings of Natural History, exhibiting figures of quadrupedes, birds, 

insects, plants, etc. most of which have not, till now, been either figured 

described. With the descriptions of seventy different subjects, designed, 

engraved, and coloured after nature. Part. I-II-III  

(Same title in French) et traduit de l'Anglois par J. du Plessis (for the 

volumes I and II), Edmond Barker (for the volume III). 

 

London, printed for the author, at the Royal College of Physicians, 1758 

-1760-1764. 

3 volumes, 4to (mm 283x225). 

 

Nineteenth century morocco binding gilt. 

I volume: double title-pages in English and French, 1 engraved portrait 

of Edwards, engraved medal vignette on half title, subscriber’s list, 

XXXV, (1), 108 numbered pages, 50 hand-coloured engraved plates out 

of text. II volume: English and French printed titles and text, dedication 

and subscribers' lists, 109-220 numbered pages, 50 hand-coloured 

engraved plates. III volume: English and French printed titles and text, 

dedication and subscriber’s list, VIII, (1 bl.), 221-347, (1bl.) numbered 

pages, 52 hand-coloured engraved plates. 

A total of 152 hand-coloured engraved plates. 

FIRST EDITION of the complete supplement at the “A Natural History of 

Uncommon Birds”, issued by the author in 1743-1751. The Gleanings, 

often found with Edwards's Natural History of Uncommon Birds, is "one 

of the most important of all Bird Books, both as a Fine Bird Book and as 

a work of Ornithology. It is still high on each list" (Fine Bird Books). 

“Through the influence of Sir Hans Sloane, Edwards was chosen 

Librarian to the Royal College of Physicians ... Almost immediately after 

he was appointed ... Edwards commenced the preparation of a series of 

coloured drawings of animals and birds, used later to illustrate [the 

present work]; for these he was awarded the Gold Medal of the Royal 

Society and subsequently elected a Fellow". 

Nice condition, complete. 

 

Provenance: private collection’s stamp. 

Cfr. Nissen IVB 286, 288; Fine Bird Books, p.73; Anker 124, 126; Lisney, 

p.127-2; Michaud. 

 

$ 12,500 
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FERGUSON, James (1710-1776) - NEWTON, Sir Isaac (1642-1727).  

Astronomy explained upon Sir Isaac Newton’s principles, and made 

easy to those who have not studied mathematics. The second edition.  

 

London, by the author, 1757.  

4to (mm 258x200) 

 

Contemporary calf, (viii), 283, (8, index), 2bl.  

Illustrated with a folding frontispiece illustration and thirteen folding 

engraved plates. 

Second edition, with the first published the year before. 

The author in preface says: “Of all the sciences cultivated by mankind, 

Astronomy is acknowledged to be, and undoubtedly is, the most 

sublime, the most interesting, and the most useful.  For, by knowledge 

derived from this science, not only the bulk of the Earth is discovered, 

the situation and extent of the countries and kingdoms upon it 

ascertained, trade and commerce carried on to the remotest parts of 

the world, and the various products of several countries distributed for 

the health, comfort and convenience of its inhabitants; but our very 

faculties are enlarged with the grandeur of the ideas it conveys…”  

Boards partially detached, otherwise good condition. 

 

Cfr. Wallis, 75002 

 

$ 1,350 
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FERRERO, Giovanni Francesco (active during the second half of 19th century) 

Anatomia dal vero disegnata nel 1821 da Gio. Fran.co Ferrero. 

Manuscript. 

 

Italy, 1821. 

(mm 275x205)  

 

Later half calf over green paperboards 

30, 2bl., 8 unnumbered leaves. On the first bl. handwritten note in 

pencil “Anatomia dal vero disegnata da Gio. Fran.co Ferrero” (Anatomy 

in real life drawn by Gio. Franc.co Ferrero). Anatomical watercolor 

pasted down on 8v. 39 drawings finely executed on the first 30 leaves 

most in pencil and sanguine depicting anatomical details with a 

particular attention to the musculature. Curiosly, the drawing on the 29v 

depicts an armor. After the blanks the drawing, in pencil and grey 

watercolor are focused on academic subjects. 

Prolific engraver, mainly active in Rome in the second quarter of the 

nineteenth century, the Piedmontese Ferrero was author of important 

work such as “Raccolta delle migliori composizioni di Raffaello, Pussino, 

Domenichino e di altri celebri pittori” (Rome, 1820). Two of his prints, 

from Raphael and Annibale Carracci, were owned by Stendhal 

(Colasanti (2002), catalogs 151 and 153).  

This work pertains to the genre of “anatomical flying leaves”, 

widespread in Europe during the 5th and 6th century.  

Good condition, some browning. 

 

Provenance: Piergiorgio Borio (bookplate). 

Cfr. Gerardo De Simone: Giovanni Francesco Ferrero, Proporzioni, 

osteologia, miologia esterna, 1845,  

 

$ 2,700 
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FICINO, Marsilio (1433-1499).  

Il consiglio di M. Marsilio Ficino fiorentino, contro la pestilentia con alter 

cose aggiunte appropriate alla medesima malattia. 

 

Florence, Heredi Philippo di Giunta, September 1522. 

8vo (mm 105x95) 

 

Full vellum, recased. New endpapers, 61, (3) numbered pages. 

Handwritten note on title page. Renowned work of Marsilio Ficino 

reprinted by Giunti when in Italy and Florence in particular when a 

severe epidemic of plague had returned again. The first edition of this 

work was published in 1481, following the terrible fever epidemic of 

1478. This treatise discusses causes, diagnosis, and concentrates on 

therapies employed for its cure. In that time the plague was endemic 

through Europe, and Ficino recommends casting off magic and 

witchcraft but to cling to some concepts of astrology.  

 

Provenance: Piergiorgio Borio (bookplate). 

Cfr. Durling, 1531; Wellcome, I-2264 

 

$ 850 
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GALLUCCI, Giovanni Paolo (1538-c.1621).  

Theatrum mundi, et temporis. 

 

Venice, Giovanni Battista Somasco, 1588. 

4to (244 x 170mm). 

 

Contemporary limp vellum, manuscript title on spine (recased with new 

endpapers, fore-edge not flush, lacks ties).  

(16), 478, (2). Saggitarius device on title. 144 full-page woodcuts, of 

which 50 with volvelles, folding letterpress table at end. 

FIRST EDITION, first issue of Gallucci’s scientifically new celestial atlas. 

‘There are 48 woodcut maps of the Ptolemaic constellations, each 

of which is preceded by a catalogue of the included stars identifying 

position within the constellation, latitude and longitude (in 

degrees and minutes), magnitude, and nature ... The longitudes on 

Gallucci's catalog and on his map are those published by Copernicus in 

De Revolutionibus (1543)’ (Warner). 

Title and preliminaries lightly waterstained at lower corner, some mainly 

marginal light soiling, maybe lacking one moving part. Otherwise good 

copy. 

 

Cfr. Adams G-168; Houzeau and Lancaster 2725; Riccardi I, 568. 

 

$ 13,500 
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GIORDANI, Vitale (1633-1711). 

De componendis gravium momentis dissertation. 

(bound with): Fundamentum doctrinae motus gravium, et comparatio 

momentorum gravis in planis seiunctis ad gravitationes. Quibus pondus 

plana concurrentia permit. 

 

Roma, Typis Angeli Bernabò, 1687; 

Roma, ex typographia Ioannis Iacobi Komarek, 1689. 

2 works in 1, Folio (mm 303x222) 

 

Contemporary boards backed in marbled paper, ink diagram on front 

cover (some staining). 

First work: 1bl. (6), 14, 1bl. Second work: (8), 98, 1bl with Contra 

Synopsium on final leaf following M4.. 

FIRS EDITION OF THE FIRST WORK and second edition of the second. 

Riccardi claims that the first work was first issued in 1685 but no copy of 

such edition has been never traced. Riccardi’s citation of the second 

work being first issued in 1686 is also doubt and Carli and Favaro prefer 

a date of 1688. Giordani was mathematician to Christina of Sweden and 

professor of Mathematics at the French Academy in Rome. Both works 

deal with the gravitational theories of Galileo and Torricelli. 

Occasional light browning and faint waterstaining. 

 

Cfr. Carli-Favaro, 372; Riccardi, I 603. 

 

$ 3,200 
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GRANOLLACHS, Bernardus de (1421-1485). 

Lunare cioe la ragione della luna. 

 

Florence, Piero Pacini da Pescia, 21 October 1514.  

4to (mm 205x140)  

 

Contemporary limp vellum, lower cover inscribed on both sides with 

text from e4v, modern chemise and slipcase. 

20 leaves, 15 small woodcuts of moon phases and woodcut initial.  

SCHAEFER COPY of this rare 16th century edition of the popular 

Lunarium, published first in Spanish in 1484 and then picked up and 

reprinted in a number of other languages over the next few decades. 

Granollachs was a Catalan physician and astronomer, who used the 

meridian of Barcelona for his calculations.  

Staining and small repairs to bottom margin, tiny wormhole from c3 

onward. 

 

Provenance: Sotheby’s the Schaefer sale New York 1994, lot. 83. 

Cfr. Sander, 3249 

 

$ 5,300 
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HAMILTON KING, Harriet Eleanor (1840-1920). 

The Execution of Felice Orsini. 

Autograph manuscript signed. 

 

n.p. (before 1864). 

8vo (mm 185x110)  

 

Black morocco. 

53 pages on letter paper. 

The poet and writer Harriet Hamilton King became interested at a 

young age in Italy and the Italian struggle for independence: her 

parents sent her away to Scotland without delay when they learnt of her 

plans to travel to join Giuseppe Mazzini in the fight of unification. She 

was later able to publish several poems in support of the cause, 

including this one, which pays tribute to the revolutionary leader of the 

Carbonari who tried to assassinate Napoleon III. 

"The Execution of Felice Orsini” has beauty; but it is, I think, injured by 

the fault one might expect to find in young work—want of 

condensation. But the book shows Mrs. King’s style formed, if not 

matured; so much so that such a poem, for instance, as “Many Voices” 

might have been written by her this very year. Several of the poems in 

the book are purely English."  

Foxing to the first three leaves, otherwise good condition. 

 

Cfr. Alfred H. Miles, ed.  Women Poets of the Nineteenth century 1907.  

 

$ 1,000 
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HARVEY, William (1578-1657) - DE BACK, Jacobus (1594-1658).  

Exercitationes anatomicae, de motu cordis & sanguinis circulatione.  

 

Roterodami, ex officina Arnoldi Leers, 1660 (1661 on the title page).  

12mo (mm 123x78) 

  

Contemporary vellum, recased, new endpapers. 

Part one: (30), 285, (19) numbered plates. Two engraved plates on 

page 126 and 127. Part two (“Dissertatio de corde...Editio tertia”): 252, 

(24) numbered pages.   

Later edition (first 1648).  

Garrison & Morton: "the most important book in the history of 

medicine. Harvey proved experimentally that in animals the blood is 

impelled in a circle by the beat of the heart, passing from arteries to 

veins through the pores". 

 

Provenance: Piergiorgio Borio (bookplate). 

Cfr. Keynes, 9; Waller, 4093 e 583 (con collazione corrispondente con 

584) 

 

$ 950 
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LUCANUS, Marcus Annaeus ( 39-65 d.C.). Aldine Edtion. 

Civilis belli liber primus (i.e. Pharsalia). 

 

Venetiis, apud Aldum, mense aprili 1502. 

8vo (mm 153x95)  

 

19th century blue morocco, gilt borders, gilt spine, gilt inside dentelles, 

marbled endpapers; modern suitcase. 

(140) unnumbered leaves. 

FIRST ALDINE EDITION of Lucanus' epic poem on the struggle between 

Caesar and Pompey, with the commentaries of Joannes Sulpicius and a 

life of the author. Printed in italics.   

The Editio Princeps of Lucano was printed in Rome by Sweynheym and 

Pannartz in 1469. This edition is based on the text of the Venice 

incunabulum of 1493 and improved by Aldo Manuzio after the 

acquisition of an old manuscript donated by Marco Antonio 

Mauroceno. The short life of Lucan added at the end is taken from 

Tacitus. 

Nice condition. 

 

Provenance: Caleb Scholefield Mann (bookplate); Robert Askew Tucker, 

1968 (bookplate); William Salloch (label).   

Cfr. Renouard p. 33. Adams L1557. Texas 50. UCLA 56 

 

$ 2,700 
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MAGINI, Giovanni Antonio (1555-1617). 

Novae coelestium orbium theoricae congruentes cum observationibus 

N. Copernici. 

 

Venice, ex Officina Damiani Zenarus, 1589. 

4to (mm 225x165) 

 

Old vellum, recased, new endpapers (splits to front cover, slightly 

bowed , spine restored). 

(14), 115 numbered pages - missing the last blank. Engraved title, 

woodcut astronomical diagrams, initials and decorations. 

FIRST EDITION of this treatise on the cosmos by the “professor of 

mathematics at Bologna, an outstanding astronomer and a 

correspondent of Tycho Brahe and Kepler. He made a thorough study 

of the writings of Copernicus whose calculations of the celestial 

movements he considered far more exact than those of his 

predecessors. However, as he could not accept Copernicus' theory of 

the movement of the earth, he collated the ideas of Ptolemy and 

Copernicus, adding new hypotheses of his own where they seemed 

necessary and wrote his theory of the planets along these 

lines" (Offenbacher, 26/159). 

Title tipped onto preceding endpaper, marginal soling, Ffr with neat 

repair at the bottom margin). 

 

Provenance: Dr Joseph Maria Modica of Oliveto (inscription at foot of 

title).  

Cfr.  Adams M-119; BL/STC Italian Books p.403; Honeyman 2098; 

Houzeau and Lancaster 12741; Riccardi I(ii) 65.5.;  DSB IX, 12 

 

$ 2,600 
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MARQUARD, Johann (1610-1668)  

CAPIVACCIO, Hyeronimus (1523-1589). 

Practica theorica empirica morborum interiorum. 

(bound with): Hyeronimii Capivaccii medici clariss. et acadamiae 

patavinae profess. ordinarij de lue venerea acroaseis. 

 

Spirae, apud Bernardum Albinum, 1592 

Spirae, Typis Bernardi Albini, 1590. 

8vo (mm 160x100). 

 

Contemporary vellum. 

(12), 2bl., 384 numbered pages; title page, (4), 2bl., 88 numbered 

pages. 

FIRST EDITION of the first work and RARE FIRST EDITION of the second 

work.  

The first part deals with practical medicine and defines illnesses and 

their cure. The second is a treatise on syphilis by Geronimo Capivaccio. 

With his De Lue Venerea Acroasei Capivaccio joined the ranks of those 

who dealt with venereal diseases. (D.B.It., XVIII, 649-651) “He had 

become a specialist in their cure and it was thought he had a secret 

means to manage even the most complex of cases…; through field 

experience he had become certain that guayacan decoctions or 

fumigations with mercury were essential when dealing with serious 

cases, where antimony remained way less effective in his opinion”.  

Ink oxidation caused a tiny lack on frontispiece, even lighter on the 

following page with a few letters lossing., otherwise good condition. 

 

Cfr. Wellcome, 4082 (per edizioni successive di Marquard) - Wellcome 

1260. Durling 818. Adams C-600 per Capivaccio. 

 

$ 3,000 
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MARTIALIS, Marcus Valerius (39/40 - 104). Aldine Edition. 

Epigrammata. 

 

Venetiis, in aedibus Aldi, mense decembri 1501.  

8vo (mm 156x92)  

 

Stunning red morocco by Capè (Charles Francois Capè, 1806-1867). 

Covers gilt with beautiful Aldine dolphin and anchor and floral tools at 

the corners, edges gilt, marbled endpapers. Modern suitcase.   

191 (of 192, missing last bl.), collation: A-Z8, &8. 

FIRST RARE ALDINE EDITION, the first work printed in italic letter.  

The Martialis, together with Virgil, Juvenal-Persius, Horace and Petrarch, 

all published in 1501, is one of the first works of classical authors 

printed by Aldo before he began to use the famous typographic brand 

with the anchor and the dolphin. Aldus began publishing his "Libelli 

Portatiles" (pocket books) in April 1501 with an edition of Virgil, 1501 

was a truly extraordinary year for the publications of the great printer. 

The text is divided into 12 books containing more than 1500 short 

compositions. The Editio Princeps of the Epigrammata was printed in 

Venice by Vindelinus de Spira between 1469 and 1473. "The series of 

editions of classical Latin and Greek authors and Italian vernacular 

published as pocket-sized books (enchiridia) was Aldus's most 

successful editorial innovation and they immediately caught the eye of 

wealthy European literati and collectors Their slim and elegant 

proportions contributed to a permanent change in the physical 

appearance of Western books, and secured elegance of the book 

proportions and the beauty of the printing in the elegant new founts 

designed for Aldus by Francesco Griffo assured an immediate success 

" (University of Cambridge online). 

Perfect condition. 

 

Provenance: Fitz Gerald (Edward Fitz Gerald (1809-1883) handwritten 

dedication signed by Ambroise Firmin Didot (1790-1876), third son of 

the famous Firmin Didot).  

Cfr. Renouard, 30:7.  Adams A 689; Ahmanson-Murphy 47. 

 

$ 6,500 
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OLIGER, Jacobaeus (1650-1701).  

Muséum regium catalogus rerum tam nàturalium, quàam artificialium, 

quae in Basilica bibliothecae augustissimi Daniae Norvegiae.  

 

Hafniae, Joachim Schmetgen, 1696.  

Folio (mm 348x225)  

 

Contemporary full calf 

 (14), 201, (5) numbered pages, final end-paper entirely manuscripted. 

Engraved frontispiece, title in red and black, with vignette, 37 plates (of 

which 2 folded), engraved head- and tail-pieces. 

FIRST EDITION of this work with fine engravings by the physician 

Oligerus on the royal cabinet of curiosities collected by King Christian V.  

The Museum, one of the only two present in northern Europe at the 

time, was founded by Frederick III of Denmark and in 1655 was 

enriched by the famous Wormiana collection. The text is dived into two 

parts: the first, describes the natural wonders such as mummies, 

skeletons, elephant tusks, plant, exotic animals and precious stones; the 

second deals with artificial wonders, those producec by human hand. 

Good condition. 

 

Provenance: Piergiorgio Borio (bookplate). 

Cfr. Nissen, ZBI, 2081; Graesse, III,42. 

 

$ 4,050 
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OPPIANUS ANAZARBENSIS.  Aldine Edition. 

Oppiani de piscibus libri V. Eiusdem de venatione libri IV. Oppiani de 

piscibus Laurentio Lippio interprete libri V. 

 

Venice, in aedibus Aldi et Andrea Soceri, mense dicembri 1517 

8vo (mm 152x92). 

 

18th century calf stamped “Newby Hall” on upper cover, rebacked and 

repaired at edges. Modern suitcase.  

166, (2) numbered pages. Woodcut Aldine device on title-page and 

final verso. 

EDITIO PRINCEPS of De Venatione. These two works are generally 

ascribed to Oppian  of Cilicia and Oppian of Apamea respectively.  

 

Provenance: Grantham (bookplate). 

Cfr. . Adams O200; Censimento 16 CNCE 37566; Renouard 81:9; Texas 

146; UCLA 150; Bibliotheca Piscatoria p.163. 

 

$ 1,900 
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OVIDIO NASONE, Publio (43 B.C. - 17 A.D.). Aldine Edition. 

Fastorum. Libri VI. De tristibus. Libri V. De Ponto. Libri IIII.  

 

Venice, in academia Aldi, mense febr. 1503.  

8vo (mm 145x90)  

 

Beautiful 19th century blue morocco, gilt border, richly gilt spine in six 

compartments, gilt edges. Modern suitcase. 

Printer’s device on title, 3L5v and 3C8v, with the blank 3l6.   

First Aldine edition of the third and last volume of Ovid's Works. It was 

printed in the small italic type specially designed by Francesco Griffo. 

With Aldine anchor and dolphin device on title and end of first and 

third part.   

Nice condition. 

 

Cfr. Renouard 38.14; The Aldine Press, 2001, 68; EDIT16 CNCE48412 

 

$ 2,600 
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PAAW, Pieter (1564-1617).  

Primitiae anatomicae de humani corporis ossibus.  

 

Lugduni Batavorum, ex Officina Iusti a Colster, 1615.  

4to (mm 197x140)  

 

18th century sprinkled paper boards. 

(16), 188, (4) numbered pages. 4 engraved folding plates, 22 

engravings in the text. 

FIRST EDITION of this illustrated work on osteology. 

"...In 1615, Pieter Paaw was the first to describe the sesame-shaped 

fourth ossicle in the middle ear of oxen within the stapes tendon, 

sometimes related as the “oval ossicle” [5]. Soon after his initial 

description, other anatomists began to write regarding this sesamoid 

bone in both humans and nonhuman mammals, although it does not 

exist in humans. Descriptions of this additional ossicle in the stapes 

tendon have been misinterpreted by authors, confusing its terminology. 

Also it was referred as “ossiculum Pavius”.  Paaw re-issued and added 

his own annotations to the necessary for that time handbook for 

medical students “De humani corporis fabrica libri septem” by Andreas 

Vesalius. His notes contributed for clarifying of many issues. The 

interesting sketches were revealed in his anatomical masterpiece 

“Primitiae anatomicae de humani corporis ossibus”, published in 1615  

Besides the detailed description of the bones of the body, including the 

bones of hand and foot, the pictures with sections of the frontal, 

maxillary and sphenoid bones show that he was familiar with the 

presence of paranasal sinuses, including maxillary one, discovery 

attributed erroneously to British surgeon anatomist Nathaniel Highmore 

(1613-1685), who described it 36 years after Pauw" (Russian Open 

Medical Journal 2017; 6: e0309). 

Large dampstain at the last leaves, title soiled,  

 

Provenance: Piergiorgio Borio (bookplate). 

Cfr. Wellcome, I-4682; Blake 8697 

 

$ 1,000 
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PEROTTUS, Nicolaus (1429-1480). Aldine Edition. 

Cornucopiae, sive linguae latinae commentarii, ubi quam plurima loca, 

quae in aliis ante impressis, incorrecta leguntur emendate sunt. 

 

Venice, in aedibus Aldi, mense Iulio 1499.  

Folio (mm 312x210)  

 

18th century vellum. 

642 numbered pages, the last blank. Roman letter, 59 lines and 

pagination. Roman types 115mm (much like, but superseding Griffo's 

2:114; title and preface only) and 10:82 (first use; text); first use (sharing 

the honour with the Dioscorides of the same month) of Aldus’s third 

and most influential greek type 3:84, engraved by Francesco Griffo and 

inspired by Marcus Musurus's hand (see Barker ch. 4 and addendum II). 

FIRST EDITION of this “...massive encyclopaedia of the classical world. 

Every verse, indeed every word, of Martial's text was a hook on which 

Perotti hung a densely woven tissue of linguistic, historical and cultural 

knowledge” (B. Ogilvie, The Science of Describing: Natural History in 

Renaissance Europe). 

Evidence of dampstain in right portion on the first 170 pages, paper 

restoration in upper margin and lower corner of the title page with loss 

of some letters on the verso. The second leaf with a small integrative 

restoration in the middle of upper margin, without losing of text.   

 

Provenance: Oswald Seilern - Aspang (bookplate); Christie’s London 

03/26/2003 The Count Oswald Seilern Collection Lot 87 sold for 5.378 GBP.  

Cfr. Goff P296; H 12706*; IGI 7428; BMC V 561; Renouard 19:2 

"Première édition d'une grande rareté".;  Brunet IV 505 "Livre fort rare". 

 

$ 7,400 
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[PICCOLOMINI, Augustinus] 

Rituum ecclesiasticorum sive sacrarum cerimoniarum s.s. romanae 

ecclesiae libri tres non ante impressi. 

 

Venetiis, Gregorii de Gregoriis, 1516. 

Folio (mm 310x210)  

 

Contemporary brown calf roll-tooled in blind, rubbed and restored, 

new spine. 

(6), CXLIII numbered pages. 3 woodcuts in the text. 

FIRST EDITION of this work, testimony of the art of printing in Venice in 

the early sixteenth century. The subject of the treatise, called “iucundum 

& utile”, is the description of the liturgies and ceremonies of the 

Catholic Church, with particular attention to those presided by the Pope 

and by the bishops or relating to the person of the emperor. 

Binding entirely restored, otherwise good condition. 

 

Cfr. Adams L,976; Essling 1905; Sander 5662; STC IT, 383.  

 

$ 5,000 
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PICO DELLA MIRANDOLA, Giovanni (1463-1494); 

ARCANGELO, [PAGANINI] da Borgonuovo (secolo XVI). 

Cabalistarum selectiora, obscurioraque dogmata. 

 

Venice, apud Franciscus Franciscium Senensem, 1569. 

Small 8vo (mm 143x95) 

 

Contemporary vellum, gilt spine and red edges . 

(28), 219, without final blank. Woodcut on title, woodcut initials and 

head- and tailpieces. 

RARE FIRST EDITION ‘de la plus insigne rareté’. Pico’s work on the 

Cabala, it contains various passages on the hierarchies of angels and 

the soul as a source of life; it questions why the moon is considered a 

magic planet, it discusses demons taking possession of animals during 

the night and the reason why light is their main enemy. 

A few pages shaved with minor loss, some light staining to bottom 

margin, occasional light browning and spotting from 97 to 110. 

Otherwise good condition. 

Provenance: John Brande Morris (inscription on front endpaper dated 

1634) — J.S. (book ticket) — early ink and later pencil annotations. 

 

Cfr. Adams P-1135; Bibliotheca Esoterica 3658; CNCE 2310. Wellcome 

Historical Medicai Library, Catalogue of printed books (London 1962), 

5022. 

 

$ 5,400 
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PLAUTUS (250 - 184 B.C.). Aldine Edition. 

Ex plauti comoediis. XX. Quarum carmina magna ex parte in mensum 

suum restituta sunt MDXXII.  

 

Venice, in aedibus Aldi et Andrea Asulani soceri, mense Iulio 1522.  

4to (mm 203x135) 

 

18th century full vellum. 

(14), 284 numbered pages. Aldine device on title and at end, blank 

spaces for capitals with printed guide letters. 

THE FIRST AND ONLY ALDINE EDITION of Plautus' comedies, printed 

by the heirs of Aldus. The volume was edited by Giovan Francesco 

Torresano from Asola, on the basis - as he states in his dedicatory 

epistle to Nikolaus Schönberg, Archbishop of Capua - of previous 

editorial work undertaken in 1508 by Aldus Manutius, and the leading 

humanist Erasmus of Rotterdam, when he was living in Venice.  

Good condition. 

 

Cfr. Renouard 94/2; Adams P-1407; Ahmanson-Murphy 211; Brunet IV, 

708; Dibdin II, 308. 

 

$ 1,800 
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POLENI, Giovanni (1683-1761). 

Miscellanea. Hoc est I. Dissertatio de barometris, & thermometris. II. 

Machinae aritmeticae, ejusque usus descriptio. III. De sectionibus 

conicis parallelorum in horologiis solaribus tractatus. 

 

Venice, A. Pavinus, 1709. 

4to (240 x 177mm). 

 

Contemporary vellum-backed boards, uncut (lightly soiled). 

(8), 56; 9 folding engraved plates of machines and geometrical 

diagrams by Joseph Marcati. 

FIRST EDITION of Poleni’s first work, including dissertations on 

barometers, thermometers and the construction of a sundial. The 

second part, a description of an ‘arithmetical machine’, or 

primitive calculator, is one of the earliest essays on the subject. 

Title lightly soiled spotted, plate 6 stained, plate 9 with two light stains. 

 

Cfr. Honeyman VI, 2509; Riccardi II, 290; Houzeau and Lancaster 3447. 

 

$ 3,800 
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POLITIANUS, Angelo (1454-1494). Aldine Edition. 

Omnia opera Angeli Politiani. 

 

Venetiis, in aedibus Aldi Romani mense Iulio 1498.   

2 parts in 1, Folio (mm 315x205) 

 

Modern brown calf. Cover in heavy paper at the beginning and the end 

of volume. Heavy paper leaves cover at the beginning and end of the 

volume.  

452 leaves, leaf K4 blank at the end of first part. 

Signatures: a-p⁸ q-r¹⁰ s-t⁸ A-I⁸ K⁴; L-P⁸ Q-R¹⁰ S⁸ T¹⁰ V⁶ X-Y¹⁰ Z⁸ &¹⁰; aa¹⁰ 

iteru[m] aa⁸ iteru[m] bb⁸ bb-hh⁸ ii⁶ kk¹⁰. 

Printed in Aldus's types 2:114R and 7:114Gk. Variant at leaf 1r ("et" 

instead "&"). 

FIRST EDITION of one of the handsomest products of the Aldine press. 

Angelo Ambrogini (1454-1494) was known as Poliziano or Politianus or 

Politian, from the name of his birthplace, Montepulciano. 

Aldus's edition of Politian consists of twelve books of "Epistolae" which 

form about one third of the quarto volume, the rest of which contain 

the Opuscula. Among the latter is the Miscellanea, essays on philology 

and criticism, dedicated to Lorenzo de' Medici. This is followed by 

translations of and commentaries on several ancients, among them 

Herodian, Epictetus, Alexander of Aphrodisias, Plutarch (Amatoriae 

Narrationes), Aristotle (Lamia), Homer, Suetonius, et al. The volume 

concludes with Latin poems - Nutritia, Rusticus (on the pleasure of 

country life), Manto (on Virgil), Ambra (on the Tuscan landscape), 

metrical Latin and Greek epigrams. 

Good condition. 

 

Cfr. IGI 7952; BMC V 559; Bod-inc P-422; Renouard 17.4  Renouard, 

17.4: «Cette rare édition, l'une des plus belles qui soient sorties de 

l'imprimerie aldine»; ISTC ip00886000.  

 

$ 14,700 
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QUINTILIANUS, Marco Fabio (35-100). Aldine Edition. 

Institutionum oratoriarum libri XXII.  

 

Venice, in aedibus Aldi, et Andreae soceri, 1521 (or 1522). 

 4to (mm 205x120) 

 

18th century full vellum. Modern suitcase. 

(4), 230 numbered leaves. 

SECOND ALDINE EDITION. The Roman rhetor Marcus Fabius Quintilian 

was the first state teacher of rhetoric in Rome at the time of Vespasian, 

and liber X contains a profile of Greek and Roman literary history. The 

"Institutio Oratoria" of Quintilian was known throughout the Middle 

Ages, especially in the works of synthesis of the encyclopedists such as 

Cassiodorus and Isidore of Seville. The treaty influenced authors such as 

Erasmus and Vives. His educational ideas were absorbed by 

Piccolomini, Agricola, Erasmus (De pueris instituendis) and 

Melanchthon. It was also used by Ben Jonson, Alexander Pope, Du Bos 

and Goethe. 

Very good condition. 

 

Cfr. Adams Q56; Renouard, Alde, 93:14 EDIT 16 54149. 

 

$ 1,350 
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ROSACCIO, Giuseppe (1530-1620). 

Mondo elementare et celeste. 

(bound with): Teatro del cielo e della terra. 

(bound with): Le sei età del mondo. 

(bound with): Discorsi del rosaccio. 

 

Treviso, E. Deuchino, 1604. 

Venezia, heredi Domenico Farri, 1604; ibidem; ibidem. 

 4 works in 1, 8vo (mm 140x90) 

 

Contemporary full vellum. 

First part: (8), 243 numbered leaves; some woodcuts and engravings 

throughout. Device on title, one world map, 2 diagrams and 13 

woodcut maps  

Second part: 1 bl., 64 numbered leaves, 4 woodcuts of the four 

continents.  

Third part: 45 numbered leaves.  

Fourth part: 13, (19) numbered leaves, 

Cf. Treccani-Almagià:”(Rosaccio)…Italian physician and geographer born 

in Pordenon around 1530 died around 1620, and is known for some 

geographic and cosmographic works including Teatro del Cielo 

e della Terra (Venice 1595), il Mondo e le sue parti, cioè Europa, Affrica, 

Asia et America (Verona 1596), il Microcosmo (Florence 1600), il 

Mondo elementare e celeste (Treviso 1604), il Discorso sulla nobiltà 

ed eccellenza della Terra (Florence); the latter includes the list of A.’s 

complete works. He also edited a Ptolemy’s Geography edition printed 

in Venice in 1599 adding to it some Discorsi and 42 new plates. He was 

also author of big planisphere (Venice, 1597) of a map of Italy 

(Florence, 1609) and one of Tuscany (Florence, 1609)”  

Scarce collection of 4 geographical and astronomical works.  

Good condition, slightly loose and showing some wear on top area of 

some leaves in the middle of the volume.  

 

Provenance: Ing. Roberto Almagià (bookplate).  

Cfr. BM, 17th c ent. Italian Books 794; Phillips 3408; Sabin 73196; Alden-

L. 604/70; Houzeau-L. 2806; Riccardi I/2, 392. 

Phillips 651, Cremonini pagg.117-119. (4). 

 

$ 3,000 
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RUELLIUS, Johannes (1474-1537).  

De natura stirpium libri tres. 

 

Basileae, officina Frobeniana, 1537. 

 Folio (mm 322x220) 

 

Old vellum, recased. 

(92), 666, (2) numbered leaves. 

Second edition of this compilation of the botanical knowedge of the 

period by one of the very earliest of the French botanists. Ruel was 

physician to Francis I and is more widely known in the field of botany 

for his translation of Dioscorides. The first part of this work is devoted to 

a general treatment of botany and is based largely on Theophrastus's 

De historia et causas plantarum; the remainder contains approximately 

600 plant descriptions taken primarily from classical authorities, 

arranged in alphabetical order and supplemented with plant names in 

the vernacular. The book stands out more for its achievement in book 

design than for its contribution to botanical classification. Mortimer 

states "it is generally cited as one of the handsomest books of its time."  

Good condition. 

 

Provenance: Piergiorgio Borio (bookplate). 

Cfr. BM STC Ger. C16th p. 760. Adams R 873. Brunet IV p. 1452. 

Graesse VI p. 188. Pritzel 8850. Dictionary of Scientific Biography 11 p. 

594. Latin. 

 

$ 3,600 
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SALLUSTIUS, Gaius Crispus (86-65 BC). Aldine Edition. 

De coniuratione catilinae. Eiusdem de bello iugurthino. Eiusdem oratio 

contra M. T. Ciceronem. M. T. Ciceronis oratio contra C. Crispum 

Sallustium. Eiusdem orationes quatuor contra Lucium Catilinam. 

Orationes quaedam ex-libris historariarum. C. Crispii Sallustii. 

 

Venice, in aedibus Aldi et Andrea Asulani soceri, mense aprili 1509. 

8vo (mm 157x96) 

 

Stunning red morocco by Capè (Charles Francois Capè, 1806-1867). 

Covers gilt with beautiful Aldine dolphin and anchor and floral tools at 

the corners, edges gilt, marbled endpapers. Modern suitcase.   

(16), 279 numbered pages.  

FIRST ALDINE EDITION, rare like all the editions from 1506 to 1511, 

where the end of the Venetian Republic certainly influenced Aldus in his 

book production, only 8 were published during those years. The work is 

dedicated by Aldus to the Venetian general Bartolomeo d'Alviani, 

protector of scholars. The first part focused on Sallust is followed (from 

page 160) by writings of Cicero ("Oratio contra C. Crispum Sallustium", 

wrongly attributed to him, and the "Orationes quatuor contra Lucium 

Catilinam"), by Marcus Porcius Latrus ("Declamatio contra Lucium 

Catilinam") and by the same Sallustio "Orationes quaedam ex libris 

historiarum". 

Nice condition. 

 

Provenance: Joaquim Gomez de La Cortina (bookplate); Bernard 

Quaritch bookseller (1879, pencil note). 

Cfr.  Adams S 139.    Renouard 57: 3. UCLA 103. Machiels S-67. STC 

Italian (BL London) 599.  Schweiger II, 868. BMC 599.     Ebert 19967: 

"Neue Recension aus zwei alten Mss. Die Ausg. ist ziemlich selten". 

 

$ 5,500 
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SCHÖNER, Johann (1477-1547). 

Appendices Ioannis Schoner Charolipotani in opusculum globi astriferi 

nuper ab eodem aeditum. 

 

Antwerp, Marten De Keyser per Roland Bollard, 1527. 

Small 8vo (mm 152x92) 

 

Modern red morocco.  

(32), full-page woodcut of a celestial globe labelled 'Typus globi 

astriferi', numerous woodcut initials, printer’s device on final verso. 

A rare geographical tract, first published in 1518. “Among the globe 

makers of the early sixteenth century none merits grater distinction than 

Johann Schoner, mathematician, astronomer and geographer.  His 

activities as a globe maker began as early as the second decade of the 

century, and his influence soon became very pronounced” (E. L. 

Stevenson, Terrestrial and Celestial Globes, I, 82ff.). 

Light spotting and very light browning. 

 

Cfr. Sabin, 77798. 

 

$ 7,700 
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SCHÖNER, Johannes (1477-1547). 

De judiciis nativitatum libri tres. 

 

Nuremberg, Johannis Montanus and Ulrich Neuber, 1545. 

Folio (302 x 202mm) 

 

Recased binding in contemporary vellum. 

(8), CLII. Title with woodcut vignettes, numerous woodcut diagrams and 

tables in text, woodcut printer’s device on last leaf, historiated initials. 

FIRST EDITION of one of the earliest publications to comment 

favourably on the new discoveries of Copernicus, with a preface by 

Philip Melanchthon. 

Title and verso of last leaf dust-soiled, vertical crease through top third 

of title, affecting woodcut border, very light and even browning, 

a few marginal spots. 

 

Cfr. Adams S-681. 

 

$ 18,600 
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[SCRIPTORES ASTRONOMICI VETERES]. Aldine Edition. 

Firmicus Maternus, Julius (fl. early 4th century AD). Matheseos (De 

nativitatibus libri viii). Edited by Franciscus Niger.  

(bound with): Marcus Manilius (fl. 1st century AD). Astronomicorum libri V.  

(bound with): Aratus (ca. 315 BC - 240 BC). Phaenomena (Latin and 

Greek). Translated by Germanicus Caesar, Marcus Tullius Cicero, Rufius 

Festus Avienus.  

(bound with): pseudo -Theon. Commentaria in Aratum (Greek).  

(bound with): pseudo-Proclus Diadochus (i.e. Geminos). Sphaera (Greek 

and Latin). Translated by Thomas Linacre (1460-1524).  

 

Venice, in aedibus Aldi, 1499. 

 2 parts in 1, Folio (302x196mm) 

 

18th-century vellum, marbled endpapers (rebacked, preserving red 

morocco label); modern suitcase.  

376 leaves, 39 woodcuts of the planets, constellations and signs of the 

Zodiac in the Latin Aratus, diagrams in the first part.A collection of 

famous Greek and Roman astromony texts printed by Aldus Manutius, 

containing the FIRST EDITION of Aratus and the second edition of De 

nativitatibus.Repairs to upper margin of list of contents, quires D to F 

with repaired worming at lower margin, light staining and occasional 

browning.   

 

Provenance: Prince of Soragna (bookplate).  

Cfr. Phillips 651, Cremonini pagg.117-119. (4). 

 

$ 27,000 
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TOBALDUCCI DA MONTALBALDO, Claudio. 

Delli dialogi della quantita et del numero delle sfere terrestri et celesti. 

 

Rome, per il Santi, 1588. 

4to (mm 220x163) 

 

Contemporary limp vellum (rebacked, lacking ties, front inner gutter 

split). 

(10), 108, (4) numbered leaves. Woodcut coat-of-arms on title, 

woodcut diagrams, 2 woodcuts to be used as volvellas printed on one 

leaf, errata at end. 

FIRST EDITION of this early mathematical and astronomical work by the 

Italian mathematician Tobalducci, containing discussions of both 

practical and theoretical problems. The work is form of dialogue 

between Tobalducci and Nestore Pigna. 

Occasional spotting or light browning, otherwise good condition. 

 

Provenance: Allerbi Denserii (manuscript bookplate). 

Cfr. Houzeau and Lancaster 2773; Riccardi I (ii), 511. 

 

$ 4,300 
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ZATTA 

Atlante Novissimo. (from the II volume) Illustrato ed accresciuto sulle 

osservazioni, e scoperte fatte dai più celebri e più recenti geografi. 

Tomo I-II-III-IV.  

 

Venezia, Antonio Zatta, 1779-1784-1784-1785. 

 4 volumes, Folio (mm 390x265). 

 

Contemporary full vellum. 

Volume I: engraved title-page by G. Zuliani from P.A. Novelli, (6), XVI, 

50, 51 hand-coloured engraved maps (on 49 double-pages, the plates 

depicting Great Britain are 4, in 2 double page), (2). Handwritten 

annotations and numbers throughout. 

Volume II: engraved title-page, (2), 50 hand-coloured double-page 

engraved maps. Handwritten annotations and numbers throughout. 

Volume III: engraved title-page, (2), 54 hand-coloured double-page 

engraved maps. Handwritten annotations and numbers throughout. 

Volume IV: engraved title-page, (2), 63 hand-coloured double-page 

engraved maps. Handwritten annotations and numbers throughout. 

A total of 216 finely hand-coloured double-page engraved plates with 

218 maps (2 more than Phillips and 1 more than Sabin), including the 

12 plates depicting the “United Colonies of North America” and the 3 

plates of the “Nuove scoperte de’ Russi”, “Nuove scoperte nel Mare del 

Sud” and “La Nuova Zelanda”. 

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of the most important Atlas published in Italy 

in the XVIIIth century. 

Nice condition, complete. 

 

Provenance: Private collection’s stamp. 

Cfr. Phillips 651, Cremonini pagg.117-119. (4). 

 

$ 28,300 
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